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The Mustad Equi-Librium horseshoe is a good example of the 

objective that we have set ourselves. This horseshoe was designed in

conjunction with a team of specialists whose understanding of the

anatomy of the horse was the basis for the ultimate design of this

unique horseshoe. We are very proud to have developed this

Olympic-Gold-winning horseshoe. 

1

Mustad horseshoes are designed and crafted according to two key principles: making

the ideal horseshoe for the horse and ensuring ease of application for the farrier. 

For this reason our product range is necessarily comprehensive. There are Mustad

horseshoes to suit practically all possible situations – taking account of the physical

condition of the horse and environmental requirements. At the Mustad factory in

Friesland the objective is to provide the best possible horseshoes. We use a state-of-

the-art production facility and top-grade steel to ensure precision and consistency

that you can always rely on.

Mustad Horsehoes

www.mustadhorseshoes.com



Mustad BM 5

Sole relief on the hoof surface of

the shoe is a standard feature in

order to prevent any bruising of

the sole in the toe area. All edges

of the shoe are broken or boxed to

Shoes Front & Hind
Model typical left and

right
Clips unclipped, toe clip

& side clips
Sizes 5*0 - 5

Under-
side

Hoof
side

unclipped & toe clip

Under-
side

Hoof
side

Mustad BM4

The Mustad BM is comparable to the LB horseshoes, which are traditionally ¾-fullered
European riding horseshoes. The main difference between the LB and BM is the way in
which the clip is drawn from the metal of the shoe. In the BM horseshoes the clips are
drawn from the web of the shoe in traditional style. The nail holes of this range are also
punched slightly coarser making it possible to fit the shoe slightly wider to the hoof or
to accommodate thicker-walled hooves.
The BM horseshoe is available in numerous sizes and sections to cope with most 
requirements of everyday use. The shaping of the front and hind shoe have some
anatomical adaptations which result in a definite left and right shape. The outside
branch is slightly longer and the nail holes are punched a fraction coarser for optimum
fitting and nailing on. The heels of all front shoes are sloped while the hind shoes are
left with upright heels. 

BM VERSATILE, RELIABLE RIDING HORSESHOES

prevent self-injury by the horse.

The V-crease and nail holes 

provide a perfect fit with Mustad

nails.

unclipped, toe clip & side clips

Nail type for Go to 
this product page 
E 45
E-slim 46
EXL 47



Mustad BM 7

Sizes A B C D E
5*0 111 109 20 299 8
4*0 116 114 20 313 8
3*0 121 119 20 326 8
2*0 128 125 20 340 8

Mustad BM6

Dimensions Sizes
20x8 5*0 - 2*0
22x8 2*0 - 4
25x8 1 - 4
20x10 2*0 - 0
22x10 2*0 - 4
25x10 1 - 5

A

BC

D
E

E

A

BC

D

The BM horseshoe is

also available as a 

special coarse-punched

¾-fullered shoe with the

fullering and nail holes

set even coarser for

thicker-walled hooves.

This model is available

in different sizes

These horseshoes
are also available on
request with stud
holes: 3/8”, M10 or
M12.

Sizes A B C D E
2*0 128 125 22 340 8
0 135 131 22 355 8
1 142 137 22 374 8
2 148 143 23 392 8
3 156 150 23 415 8
4 164 159 23 438 8

Sizes A B C D E
1 142 137 25 374 8
2 148 143 25 392 8
3 156 150 25 415 8
4 164 159 25 438 8

20x8 Front 22x8 Front 25x8 Front

Sizes A B C D E
2*0 128 125 20 340 9,5
0 135 131 20 355 9,5

Sizes A B C D E
2*0 128 125 22 340 9,5
0 135 131 22 374 9,5
1 142 137 22 374 9,5
2 148 143 23 392 9,5
3 156 150 23 415 10
4 164 159 23 438 10

Sizes A B C D E
1 142 137 25 374 9,5
2 148 143 25 392 9,5
3 156 150 25 438 10
4 164 159 25 438 10
5 177 166 25 451 10

20x10 Front

Sizes A B C D E
2 148 143 27 392 12
3 156 150 27 415 12
4 164 159 27 438 12

27x12 Front

22x10 Front 25x10 Front

Sizes A B C D E
5*0 105 108 20 286 8
4*0 111 114 20 292 8
3*0 117 120 20 314 8
2*0 123 126 20 328 8

Sizes A B C D E
2*0 123 126 22 228 8
0 129 132 22 343 8
1 136 139 22 361 8
2 141 145 23 378 8
3 147 151 23 398 8
4 153 157 23 418 8

Sizes A B C D E
1 136 139 25 361 8
2 141 145 25 378 8
3 147 151 25 398 8
4 153 157 25 418 8

20x8 Hind 22x8 Hind 25x8 Hind

Sizes A B C D E
2*0 123 125 20 328 9,5
0 129 132 20 343 9,5

Sizes A B C D E
2*0 123 126 22 328 9,5
0 129 132 22 343 9,5
1 136 139 22 361 9,5
2 141 145 23 378 9,5
3 147 151 23 398 10
4 153 157 23 418 10

Sizes A B C D E
1 136 139 25 361 9,5
2 141 145 25 278 9,5
3 147 151 25 398 10
4 153 157 25 418 10
5 160 164 25 438 10

20x10 Hind

Sizes A B C D E
2 141 145 27 378 12
3 147 151 27 398 12
4 153 157 27 418 12

27x12 Hind
Sizes A B C D E

5 160 164 29 438 12

29x12 Hind

22x10 Hind 25x10 Hind

Dimensions Sizes
20x8 5*0 - 2*0
22x8 2*0 - 4
25x8 1 - 4
20x10 2*0 - 0
22x10 2*0 - 4
25x10 1 - 5

Dimensions Sizes
22x8 toe clip 2*0 - 2
25x8 toe clip 1 - 4

Dimensions Sizes
22x8 side clips 2*0 - 2
25x8 side clips 1 - 4

Standard design Coarse punched version

Standard design Coarse punched version

Sizes A B C D E
5 177 166 29 451 12

29x12 Front



Mustad LB 9

Sole relief is provided on the hoof

surface of the shoe in order to

prevent any bruising of the sole in

the toe area. All edges of the shoe

are broken or boxed to prevent

the loss of a shoe due to

overreaching and this also helps

prevent self-injury from hoof

strikes. The V-crease and nail

holes provide a perfect fit with

Mustad nails.

Under-
side

Hoof
side

toe clip & side clips

Under-
side

Hoof
side

Mustad LB8

The Mustad LB is a typical ¾-fullered horseshoe. This all-round shoe, often called a
“flat shoe”, allows the farrier more flexibility when deciding on modifications or 
applications of the shoe. We consider the LB to be our base range of shoes suitable for
most leisure and sport purposes with a wide variety of sizes and sections. Both front
and hind shoes have a definite left and right shape and are all fitted with flush clips,
using extra metal at the forging stage to maintain strength and integrity in this area.
The outside branch is slightly longer and the nail holes for this branch are punched a
fraction coarser for optimum fitting and nailing on. The heels of all front shoes are
sloped while the hind shoes are left with upright heels.

LB ALL-ROUND HORSESHOE

Nail type for Go to 
this product page 
E 45
E-slim 46
EXL 47

toe clip & side clips

Shoes Front & Hind
Model typical left and

right
Clips toe clip &

side clips
Sizes 7*0 - 5



Mustad LB 11

Sizes A B C D E
5*0 111 109 20 299 8
4*0 116 114 20 313 8
3*0 121 119 20 340 8
2*0 128 125 20 340 8
0 135 131 20 355 8
1 142 137 20 374 8

Mustad LB10

Dimensions Sizes
18x8 7*0 - 6*0
20x8 5*0 - 1
22x8 2*0 - 4
25x8 1 - 5
20x10 3*0 - 1
22x10 2*0 - 4
25x10 1 - 5

A

BC

D
E

E

A

BC

D

These horseshoes
are also available on
request with stud
holes: 3/8”, M10 or
M12.

Sizes A B C D E
2*0 128 125 22 340 8
0 135 131 22 355 8
1 142 137 22 374 8
2 148 143 23 392 8
3 156 150 23 415 8
4 164 159 23 438 8

Sizes A B C D E
1 142 137 25 374 8
2 148 143 25 392 8
3 156 150 25 415 8
4 164 159 25 451 8
5 177 166 25 451 8

20x8 Front 22x8 Front 25x8 Front

Sizes A B C D E
3*0 121 119 20 326 9,5
2*0 128 125 20 340 9,5
0 135 131 20 355 9,5
1 142 137 20 374 9,5

Sizes A B C D E
2*0 128 125 22 340 9,5
0 135 131 22 374 9,5
1 142 137 22 374 9,5
2 148 143 23 392 9,5
3 156 150 23 415 10
4 164 159 23 438 10

Sizes A B C D E
1 142 137 25 361 9,5
2 148 143 25 378 9,5
3 156 150 25 398 10
4 164 159 25 418 10
5 177 166 25 348 10

20x10 Front 22x10 Front 25x10 Front

Sizes A B C D E
5*0 105 108 20 286 8
4*0 111 114 20 292 8
3*0 117 120 20 314 8
2*0 123 126 20 328 8
0 129 132 20 343 8
1 136 139 20 361 8

Sizes A B C D E
2*0 123 126 22 328 8
0 129 132 22 343 8
1 136 139 22 361 8
2 141 145 23 378 8
3 147 151 23 398 8
4 153 157 23 418 8

Sizes A B C D E
1 136 139 25 361 8
2 141 145 25 3789 8
3 147 151 25 398 8
4 153 157 25 418 8
5 160 164 25 438 8

20x8 Hind 22x8 Hind 25x8 Hind

Sizes A B C D E
3*0 117 118 20 314 9,5
2*0 123 125 20 328 9,5
0 129 130 20 343 9,5
1 136 136 20 361 9,5

Sizes A B C D E
2*0 123 126 22 328 9,5
0 129 132 22 343 9,5
1 136 139 22 361 9,5
2 141 145 23 978 9,5
3 147 151 23 398 10
4 153 157 23 418 10

Sizes A B C D E
1 136 139 25 361 9,5
2 141 145 25 378 9,5
3 147 151 25 398 10
4 153 157 25 418 10
5 160 164 25 438 10

20x10 Hind 22x10 Hind 25x10 HindDimensions Sizes
18x8 7*0 - 6*0
20x8 5*0 - 1
22x8 2*0 - 4
25x8 1 - 5
20x10 3*0 - 1
22x10 2*0 - 4
25x10 1 - 5

Sizes A B C D E
7*0 97 97 18 266 8
6*0 104 103 18 283 8

18x8 Front

Sizes A B C D E
7*0 90 94 18 253 8
6*0 98 100 18 266 8

18x8 Hind



Mustad DM 13

The DM horseshoe has a more

oval shape than normal. The inner

edge of the bottom surface is 

bevelled to reduce weight and 

improve grip and also helps with

the removal of mud and manure

from around the shoe as well as

preventing toe-scraping. The heels

are solid to provide maximum

support and for drilling stud/pin

holes. There is sole relief on the

hoof side of the horseshoe.

Shoes Front & Hind
Model front symmetrical,

hind typical left
and right

Clips unclipped, toe clip
& side clips

Sizes 3*0 - 7

Under-
side

Hoof
side

Under-
side

Hoof
side

Mustad DM12

Traditionally in different countries there are horseshoe types and models that farriers
prefer to use. The Mustad DM (German model) is a ¾-fullered horseshoe, designed for
warmbloods. It is slightly longer in shape and as a result has a more oval shape with
extra width in the toe and branches tapering down to the heels. This gives a very good
wear pattern. The DM style comes in both clipped and unclipped models (DU) and is
available in a wide variety of sizes and sections to deal with most requirements of
everyday riding practice. The front shoes are symmetrical in shape with boxed heels.
Hind shoes have a left and right shape with straight-cut heels. The hind outside branch
is slightly longer and the nail holes are punched a fraction coarser for optimum fitting
and nailing on.
On all DM models with a web width of 22mm the inside edge on the ground surface
has a semi-concave section in order to reduce weight and improve traction. This also
assists in reducing the build-up of mud around the shoe.

DM GERMAN MODEL FOR WARMBLOOD HORSES

unclipped, toe clip & side clips

unclipped, toe clip & side clips

Nail type for Go to 
this product page 
E 45
E-slim 46
EXL 47
M 56



Mustad DM 15

Sizes A B C D E
2*0 110 115 19 307 8
0 116 121 19 323 8
1 122 127 19 339 8
2 128 133 19 356 8
3 134 139 19 371 8
4 140 145 20 387 8
5 146 151 20 403 8

Mustad DM14

Dimensions Sizes
19x8 2*0 - 5
22x8 2 - 7
19x10 0 - 6
22x10 2 - 7

A

BC

D
E

A

BC

D
E

These horseshoes
are also available on
request with stud
holes: 3/8”, M10 or
M12.

Sizes A B C D E
2 128 133 22 356 8
3 134 139 22 371 8
4 140 145 22 387 8
5 146 151 23 403 8
6 153 158 23 421 8
7 159 163 23 433 8

Sizes A B C D E
0 116 121 19 323 9,5
1 122 127 19 339 9,5
2 128 133 19 356 9,5
3 134 139 19 371 9,5
4 140 145 20 387 9,5
5 146 151 20 403 10
6 153 158 20 421 10

19x8 Front 22x8 Front

19x10 Front
Sizes A B C D E

2 128 133 22 356 9,5
3 134 139 22 371 9,5
4 140 145 22 387 9,5
5 146 151 23 403 10
6 153 158 23 421 10
7 159 163 23 433 10

22x10 Front

Dimensions Sizes
19x8 3*0 - 5
22x8 2 - 7
19x10 0 - 6
22x10 2 - 7

Sizes A B C D E
3*0 104 110 19 287 8
2*0 110 115 19 300 8
0 116 121 19 315 8
1 122 127 19 331 8
2 128 133 19 346 8
3 134 139 19 362 8
4 140 145 20 377 8
5 146 151 20 393 8

Sizes A B C D E
2 128 133 22 346 8
3 134 139 22 362 8
4 140 145 22 388 8
5 146 151 23 393 8
6 153 158 23 411 8
7 159 163 23 424 8

Sizes A B C D E
0 116 121 19 315 9,5
1 122 127 19 331 9,5
2 128 133 19 346 9,5
3 134 139 19 362 9,5
4 140 145 20 377 9,5
5 146 151 20 393 10
6 153 158 20 411 10

19x8 Hind 22x8 Hind

19x10 Hind
Sizes A B C D E

2 128 133 22 346 9,5
3 134 139 22 362 9,5
4 140 145 22 377 9,5
5 146 151 23 393 10
6 153 158 23 411 10
7 159 163 23 424 10

22x10 Hind



Mustad Continental

The Mustad Continental is a high-performance shoe developed specially for European-
type sport horses. Both the front and hind Continental horseshoes come in left and
right forms. Although the design of the Continental appears symmetrical, the outside
branch is slightly longer than the inner one, with the nail holes punched a fraction
coarser for optimum fitting and nailing on. The inside edge on the ground surface has
a concave section in order to reduce weight and improve traction. This also assists in
reducing the build-up of mud around the shoe. The crease runs through the toe for
even more traction and also lightens the shoe without compromising strength.

CONTINENTAL HIGH PERFORMANCE HORSESHOE

16 Mustad Continental 17

The concave section and the crease do not extend through the heels in order to improve
support during landing and to provide a strong flat base for stud holes. Having full
heels also gives the farrier the option of forging a variety of innovative alternatives in
the heel area of the shoe.

All shoe sizes above size 2 have five nail holes on each branch, allowing the farrier a
better choice for nail placement. Broken edges and sole relief are standard features on
all shoes.



Mustad Continental 19

Type A B C D E
2*0 128 125 21,5 343 7,5
0 135 131 22 326 8
1 142 137 22,5 368 8
2 148 143 23 381 8,5
3 156 150 23,5 413 8,5
4 164 159 24 439 9

A

BC

D
E

A

BC

D
E

Type A B C D E
2*0 123 126 21,5 330 7,5
0 129 132 22 343 7,5
1 136 139 22,5 362 8
2 141 145 23 381 8
3 147 151 23,5 400 8,5
4 153 157 24 419 9

These horseshoes
are also available on
request with stud
holes: 3/8”, M10 or
M12.

These horseshoes
are also available on
request with stud
holes: 3/8”, M10 or
M12.

Mustad Continental18

The inner edge on the underside

is bevelled to reduce weight and

improve traction. This means that

sand, mud and manure simply

drop off the horseshoe. To further

reduce weight and improve grip

the crease is extended into the toe

section. The branches at the heel

are not creased to provide a

strong base for studs and also

allow for modifications in the heel

area.

Shoes Front & Hind
Model typical left and

right
Clips toe clip &

side clips
Sizes 2*0 - 4

Under-
side

Hoof
side

Under-
side

Hoof
side

toe clip & side clips

side clips

Nail type for Go to 
this product page 
E 45
E-slim 46
EXL 47



Mustad Equi-Librium 21Mustad Equi-Librium20

The design of the Equi-Librium horseshoe is the result of an extensive scientific
research project at Utrecht University in The Netherlands. Welfare and athletic
performance of the horse took priority in the design of the Equi-Librium, where
balance and breakover are the key design features of this shoe. The positive effects of
this shoe have not only been scientifically proven, but have also been demonstrated in
practice. Overall, Equi-Librium is a sport shoe for performance horses as well as any
horses that have to make (fast) turns in their work. The proven beneficial effects of the
Equi-Librium will also aid horses suffering from overload injuries of the distal limb
during their rehabilitation process.
Although the design of the Equi-Librium appears symmetrical at first sight, there are
subtle anatomical adaptations resulting in a definite left and right shape. The outside
branch is slightly longer, with the nail holes punched a fraction coarser for optimum
fitting and nailing on.

EQUI-LIBRIUM – THE PERFECT BALANCE

The extra-wide toe area is forged with a two-dimensional convex curve allowing the
horse to fluently break over in any direction required. Special care was taken to ensure
that the centre of mass of the shoe matches the Centre of Pressure (CoP) during mid-
stance of the horse, thereby creating the perfectly balanced hoof.
The inside edge of the ground surface has a balanced concave section in order to
reduce weight. This also assists in reducing the build-up of mud around the shoe. The
concave section and the crease stop short of the heels in order to improve support
during landing and to provide a strong base for stud holes. Having full heels also gives
the farrier the option of forging a variety of innovative alternatives in the heel area of
the shoe.

All dimensions and sections have been optimised giving one section per shoe size, so
selection of the right shoe is made easy. Broken edges, sole relief and flush quarter clips
are standard features on all shoe sizes. Unclipped versions of the Equi-Librium are also
available.

Nail type for Go to 
this product page 
E 45
E-slim 46
EXL 47



Mustad Equi-Librium toe clip 23

A

B
C

D

E

Type A B C D E
2*0 128 128 21,5 350 9,1
0 135 135 22 365 9,3
1 142 142 22,5 380 9,5
2 148 148 23 395 9,7
3 156 156 23,5 415 9,9
4 164 164 24 440 10,1

Mustad Equi-Librium22

A

B
C

D

E

Type A B C D E
3*0 124 124 21 335 8,9
2*0 128 128 21,5 350 9,1
0 135 135 22 365 9,3
1 142 142 22,5 380 9,5
2 148 148 23 395 9,7
3 156 156 23,5 415 9,9
4 164 164 24 440 10,1

These horseshoes
are also available on
request with stud
holes: 3/8”, M10 or
M12.

Under-
side

Hoof
side

unclipped & side clips

Shoes Front
Model typical left and

right
Clips unclipped & 

side clips
Sizes 3*0 - 4

To prevent the formation of

pressure points under the shoe,

sole relief is provided on the

bearing surface. The nail holes and

the crease have been especially

designed for Mustad horseshoe

nails, especially the EXL model. All

Under-
side

Hoof
side

toe clip

Shoes Front
Model typical left and

right
Clips toe clip
Sizes 2*0 - 4

Equi-Librium is now also

available in a toe-clipped version.

The width of the toe is narrower;

the horseshoe is lighter and has a

chamfered edge on the underside

edges of the shoe are broken or

boxed to prevent self-injury by the

horse. All sizes have been

optimised to achieve a perfect

balance. The horseshoe sizes are

proportionately increased in size,

depending on dimensions.

to prevent toe-scraping. The other

specifications correspond to those

for the original Equi-Librium

model.



St. Croix Forge is based in rural Forest Lake, Minnesota, and is proud

that as a traditional company they have achieved such a good

reputation for high-quality products that are both farrier-and horse-

friendly. 

Whether it be a classic horseshoe for the saddle horse, a high-

performance horseshoe for a top competitive horse or an

orthopaedic horseshoe for a therapeutic case, anyone who uses and

fits St. Croix horseshoes will soon come to appreciate the in-depth

know-how and functionality that St. Croix puts into all its products. 

2

All over the world horses are shod with horseshoes from the versatile range made by

St. Croix; from docile weekend ponies to top performers at major events competing at

World Championship level. Although St. Croix is a manufacturer with a long tradition,

there have been numerous innovative developments over time and these are now

incorporated in the production process. 

A large part of the old conventional, frequently dangerous, skilled handwork is now

performed by robots. This development combines the old traditional styles and

knowledge of what it takes to shoe a horse well with the latest innovations and new

production methods for creating a perfect product. St. Croix wants to make the

farrier's job easier, while at the same time producing products that will maximise the

horse’s sporting performance. 

St. Croix Horseshoes

www.stcroixforge.com
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The Concorde horseshoe is a light steel shoe designed for competitive horses where
good grip and traction are important factors, for example racing horses. The Concorde
is a complete concave horseshoe that in combination with the all-round crease offers
extra traction and lower weight. The crease is continuous through the toe area and
back to the heel. The concave section in the toe moves the turning point slightly, so it is
displaced backwards, which assists the rolling motion of the foot. The concave form
also ensures that manure and sand on the inside of the horseshoe can easily drop off.
On hind Concorde horseshoes the heel section is fully formed to provide additional
support and to easily allow adaptations such as drilling holes for studs.

CONCORDE STEEL FOR LIGHT COMPETITIVE HORSES 

The hoof side features a sole relief: a

chamfered edge in the toe section to

prevent pressure points on the sole.

Concorde horseshoes are provided

with seven nail holes so that an

optimum nail position can be

selected for each horse. The heels

are rounded and thus help avoid

wear and self-inflicted injuries. The

nail holes have been punched for

slim-blade nails, but FJ and C STÖ

nails also fit perfectly.

Shoes Front & Hind
Model symmetrical, 

concave
Clips unclipped, toe clip

& side clips
Sizes 2 - 9

Under-
side

Hoof
side

Under-
side

Hoof
side

unclipped & toe clip

unclipped, toe clip & side clips

Nail type for Go to 
this product page 
FJ 53
CSTÖ 52

St.Croix Concorde Steel St.Croix Concorde Steel 27



St.Croix Concorde Aluminium 29

Type A B C D E
2  113 106 18 298 8
3 117 110 18 311 8
4 124 116 18 321 8
5 129 119 19 332 8
6 133 125 20 346 8
7 138 129 21 360 8
8 144 135 22 375 8
9 149 140 22 384 8

A

B

C

D
E

A

B

C

D
E

Type A B C D E
2  110 108 18 287 8
3 113 113 18 298 8
4 118 117 18 311 8
5 124 121 19 324 8
6 129 127 20 337 8
7 133 132 21 349 8
8 138 137 22 368 8
9 144 143 22 387 8

St.Croix Concorde Steel28

The Concorde model in aluminium has the same features as the regular Concorde
horseshoe but at a much lower weight. The Concorde aluminium horseshoe is the
perfect choice where weight must be reduced to a minimum, for example in flat racing.
However, horses with sensitive hooves and/or horses that are in rehabilitation after a
leg injury can also benefit from the advantages of the aluminium version of the
Concorde.

CONCORDE ALUMINIUM AS STRONG AS STEEL



St.Croix Concorde Aluminium 31

The hoof side features a sole relief:

a chamfered edge in the toe section

to prevent pressure on the sole.

Concorde aluminium shoes have

seven nail holes (each side) so that

an optimum nail position can be

selected for each horse  The heels

are rounded and thus help avoid

wear and self-inflicted injuries.

Shoes Front & Hind
Model symmetrical, 

concave
Clips unclipped, toe clip

& side clips
Sizes 2 - 9

Under-
side

Hoof
side

Under-
side

Hoof
side

unclipped & toe clip

unclipped, toe clip & side clips

St.Croix Concorde Aluminium30

Nail type for Go to 
this product page 
FJ 53
CSTÖ 52

Type A B C D E
2  113 106 18 298 8
3 117 110 18 311 8
4 124 116 18 321 8
5 129 119 19 332 8
6 133 125 20 346 8
7 138 129 21 360 8
8 144 135 22 375 8
9 149 140 23 NA 8

A

B

C

D
E

A

B

C

D
E

Type A B C D E
2  110 108 18 287 8
3 113 113 18 298 8
4 118 117 18 311 8
5 124 121 19 324 8
6 129 127 20 337 8
7 133 132 21 349 8
8 138 137 22 368 8
9 144 143 23 387 8



St.Croix Eventer Steel

St. Croix steel horseshoes are drop-forged from premium steel which has the required
properties expected in top-quality horseshoes and this will be evident to the farrier
during fitting. Resistance to wear, a good fit and reliable holes are expected features of
St. Croix steel horseshoes. The Eventer is a popular horseshoe which has been designed
for the needs of versatile, often very spirited horses. In this context, terms such as grip,
weight and performance are very important. This is a profiled horseshoe with a
consistently high quality. The heels are flat without fullering for better support of the
hoof and with the option of drilling holes for studs. In addition to the added grip
provided by the concave section, it also helps prevent the build-up of manure and sand
under the foot. Another integral feature aimed at improving the grip and reducing the
weight is the continuous crease in the toe section. The crease has a U-shaped fuller, but
is designed so that E-nails will also fit perfectly.

EVENTER STEEL GRIP, WEIGHT, HIGH PERFORMANCE

St.Croix Eventer Steel32 33

The hoof side features a sole relief:

a chamfered edge in the toe section

to prevent the formation of

pressure points on the sole. The

heels are rounded and thus help

avoid wear and self-inflicted

injuries. Both front and hind

shapes are symmetrical.

Shoes Front & Hind
Model symmetrical
Clips unclipped, toe clip

& side clips
Sizes 3*0 - 4

Under-
side

Hoof
side

Under-
side

Hoof
side

unclipped, toe clip & side clips

unclipped & side clips

Nail type for Go to 
this product page 
E 45
E-slim 46
EXL 47



St.Croix Eventer Aluminium 35

Type A B C D E
3*0 114 114 20 304 7
2*0 121 121 21 318 8
0 127 127 21 343 9
1 133 133 22 362 9
2 140 140 22 381 9
3 149 149 23 400 10
4 159 159 23 419 10

A

B

C
D

E

A

B

C
D

E

Type A B C D E
3*0 113 114 19 304 7
2*0 121 124 20 318 8
0 127 133 21 343 9
1 133 140 21 356 9
2 140 146 22 381 9
3 146 152 22 400 10
4 155 159 23 419 10

St.Croix Eventer Steel34

The design of the Eventer aluminium horseshoe is the same as that of the standard
steel Eventer horseshoe, except that it is cast in aluminium. The use of aluminium has
made it possible to reduce the weight, compared to the steel Eventer horseshoe, by
around 70%. Aluminium does not have the wear resistance of steel, but because of its
lower weight it is perfect for horses that are in rehabilitation after a leg injury, or for
horses that are very sensitive to strain or loading injuries. Also this lighter shoe is useful
where the horse requires the additional support provided by sole pads or silicone,
which can increase the overall weight per foot by up to 500g; this increase in weight can
be limited by using an aluminium shoe. The properties of aluminium for working differ
from those of steel, especially since during heat deformation there is no fusion phase
as in steel but only a fusion point. Once this point is reached, the metal melts
immediately.

EVENTER ALUMINIUM 70% LIGHTER



St. Croix Eventer Aluminium 37

The hoof side features a sole relief:

a chamfered edge in the toe section

to prevent the formation of

pressure points on the sole. The

heels are rounded and thus help

avoid wear and self-inflicted

injuries.

Both front and hind shapes are

symmetrical.

Shoes Front & Hind
Model symmetrical
Clips side clips
Sizes 2*0 - 4

Under-
side

Hoof
side

Under-
side

Hoof
side

side clips

side clips

St. Croix Eventer Aluminium36

Nail type for Go to 
this product page 
E 45

Type A B C D E
2*0 121 121 21 318 8
0 127 127 21 343 9
1 133 133 22 362 9
2 140 140 22 381 9
3 149 149 23 400 10
4 159 159 23 419 10

A

B

C
D

E

A

B

C
D

E

Type A B C D E
2*0 121 124 20 318 8
0 127 133 21 343 9
1 133 140 21 356 9
2 140 146 22 381 9
3 146 152 22 400 10
4 155 159 23 419 10



St. Croix Eventer Plus

By popular demand, the Eventer Plus steel horseshoe has been adapted for
warmbloods that have a thicker hoof wall and require a wider and thicker horseshoe.
Some features of the Eventer Plus differ from those of the standard Eventer in that the
front shape has a somewhat less rounded form and the hind shape has a wider outer
branch. For details about the differences in the thicknesses of Eventer and Eventer Plus
see the tables.

EVENTER PLUS A NEW DIMENSION TO EXTENSION

39St. Croix Eventer Plus38

The hoof side features a sole relief:

a chamfered edge in the toe section

to prevent the formation of

pressure points on the sole. The

heels are rounded and thus help

avoid wear and self-inflicted

injuries. The front shoes are

symmetrical; the hind horseshoes

asymmetrical, making typical left

and right shapes.

Shoes Front & Hind
Model front symmetrical,

hind typical left
and right

Clips toe clip &
side clips

Sizes 3*0 - 6

Under-
side

Hoof
side

Under-
side

Hoof
side

side clips

toe clip & side clips

Nail type for Go to 
this product page 
E 45



Summary of Mustad and St. Croix shoes 41

Type A B C D E
0 130 127 21 349 8
1 138 135 21 361 9
2 147 143 23 391 10
3 156 152 24 414 10
4 165 162 25 440 10

A

B

C
D

E

A

B

C
D

E

Type A B C D E
0 130 133 21 354 8
1 138 143 21 375 9
2 146 151 23 397 10
3 156 159 24 419 10
4 165 168 25 445 10

St. Croix Eventer Plus40

Mustad BM Mustad LB Mustad DM

Mustad Euro Mustad Continental Mustad Equi-Librium

St.Croix Concorde St.Croix Eventer St.Croix Eventer Plus

Mustad BM Mustad LB Mustad DM

Mustad Euro Mustad Continental

St.Croix Concorde St.Croix Eventer St.Croix Eventer Plus



Our mutual co-operation with farriers from all over the world in

combination with our advanced research and manufacturing know-

how provides the farrier with the best possible horseshoe nail he/she

can buy.

2

The major technological inventions that have shaped the success of Mustad have been

in the metals/mechanical field, particularly in items that can be made from steel -

horseshoe nails being one such product.

The result today is a horseshoe nail made to the highest quality standard in the

industry – with a production tolerance of only 0.05 mm! A strong nail with a precisely

formed head, a tapered shank and specially shaped nail point angles for ultimate

control when nailing on. 

Mustad Nails

www.mustadhoofnails.com



European style with standard neck - Mustad E nail

The E-nail is a classic Mustad nail

that is consistent in its task every

single step of the way. This nail is a

mainstay of the range and can be

used for many different types of

horse and  horseshoe styles

whether used for leisure or for top

competition. The E-nail fits in all 

V-crease horseshoes and is

available in sizes to suit every

application.

Type E head
Model European style, with a

rectangular head 
Shoes V-fullered shoes: LB,

BM, DM, Equi-librium
Sizes E1 (41mm) -

E14 (80mm)

45

 41 45 47.5 49.5 51 54 57 60.5 64 98 72 77 80

 2 3 4 4.5 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 14

E NAIL

Precision, perfection and
reliability are the definitive
features of Mustad nails.
The error ratio and the tol-
erance deviations of Mustad
nails are very low as quali-
ty is always the prime con-
sideration at Mustad. In
order to ensure the correct
placement of the nail when
nailing on, the Mustad ‘M’ is
always stamped on the
same side of the nail head
as a simple visual confir-
mation for the farrier.

European style with standard neck44

This nail series in conjunction with the E-nail is one of the classic Mustad nail designs.
Thanks to their excellent qualities the nails are perfect for most common V-fullered 
8-10 mm horseshoes. All nails in this series are distinguished by a common head-form,
the E-form. The differences between the individual types lie in the length and thickness
of the shank. The EXL nail is also notable for its reinforced neck, with a very long and
slender shank. All Mustad nails are manufactured to the highest quality standards on
modern machines using specially selected materials. For the farrier a nail is a precise
component of his/her art. When a shoe is fitted, individual nails are driven into the white
line and must then project out of the hoof wall in a consistent and reliable way. The
ability to fulfil this criterion is the basis for all Mustad nail designs, meaning that any
style of nail can be purchased with the confidence that it will perform perfectly. As part of
this quality and performance quest every Mustad nail is manufactured to a maximum
production tolerance of just 0.05mm – they will perform the same time after time.

EUROPEAN STYLE – STANDARD NECK



European style with standard neck - Mustad EXL nail

EXL is a high-quality nail suitable

for high nailing with minimum

displacement of the hoof wall.

The reinforced neck gives the nail

an optimised, strong fit. The shank

of the EXL is even longer and

thinner than that of the E-slim. A

Type E head
Model French style, with a

rectangular head and
an extra long, slim
and strong design

Shoes V-fullered shoes: LB,
BM, DM, Equi-Librium

Sizes EXL3 (52mm) -
EXL6 (58.5mm)

47

 52 54 56 58.5

 3 4 5 6

EXL NAIL

Precision, perfection and
reliability are the definitive
features of Mustad nails.
The error ratio and the tol-
erance deviations of Mustad
nails are very low as quali-
ty is always the prime con-
sideration at Mustad. In
order to ensure the correct
placement of the nail when
nailing on, the Mustad ‘M’ is
always stamped on the
same side of the nail head
as a simple visual confir-
mation for the farrier.

European style with standard neck - Mustad E-slim nail

The E-slim nail is manufactured

with a longer thinner shank than

the E-nail so that it can be driven

simply, precisely and high into the

hoof wall. The E-Slim is ideal for

horses with a thin hoof wall, such

as thoroughbreds, as it causes even

Type E head
Model European style, with

rectangular head
shape and an extra
long and slim shank

Shoes V-fullered shoes: LB,
BM, DM, Equi-librium

Sizes E2 SL (45.5mm) -
E10 SL (72mm)

46

 45.5 47.5 51 52.5 54 57.5 61 64 68 72

 2 3 4 4.5 5 6 7 8 9 10 

E-SLIM NAIL

Precision, perfection and
reliability are the definitive
features of Mustad nails.
The error ratio and the tol-
erance deviations of Mustad
nails are very low as quali-
ty is always the prime con-
sideration at Mustad. In
order to ensure the correct
placement of the nail when
nailing on, the Mustad ‘M’ is
always stamped on the
same side of the nail head
as a simple visual confir-
mation for the farrier.

less disruption to the hoof wall

than the slightly thicker E-nails. All

Mustad nails are highly polished

allowing them to glide easily

through hoof horn without

deviation from the intended path. 

combination of design features

turns the EXL into a top-quality

nail, which ensures an excellent fit

in all V-fullered horseshoes,

especially in the Equi-Librium

horseshoe.



European style - long necked

The long-necked nail in European style is commonly used in Scandinavian countries.
The long neck, which is characteristic of this nail series, is perfect for nailing on larger-
section horseshoes. Often additional grip can be achieved as the head profile stands
proud from the shoe after nailing. These nails are outstanding for horses that are used
on varied terrain, where high traction is exercised on the horseshoe or where
additional grip is required. As with all Mustad nails these are of exceptional quality and
are part of a range offering the most precise and reliable nails of their kind on the
market. There is always a risk of misplacing a nail during nailing-on, but this is reduced
to an absolute minimum if the nails are totally consistent in the first place – Mustad
ensures this is the case with all their nail products. 

EUROPEAN STYLE – LONG-NECKED

49European style with standard neck - Mustad MX nail

The MX nail has an even slimmer

shank than the E-Slim and has

been developed to reduce as far as

possible tracking of the nail as it is

driven up the hoof wall. This nail

has been specially developed for

horses with very sensitive, thin

hoof walls.

Type E head
Model European style, with

rectangular head
shape, ultra slim

Shoes V-fullered shoes: LB,
BM, DM, Equi-librium

Sizes MX40 (45mm) -
MX80 (70mm)

48

 45 50 53 54.5 56.6 59 70

 40 50 55 60 65 70 80

MX NAIL

Precision, perfection and
reliability are the definitive
features of Mustad nails.
The error ratio and the tol-
erance deviations of Mustad
nails are very low as quali-
ty is always the prime con-
sideration at Mustad. In
order to ensure the correct
placement of the nail when
nailing on, the Mustad ‘M’ is
always stamped on the
same side of the nail head
as a simple visual confir-
mation for the farrier.



The JC nail is an elegant model

specifically designed by Mustad

with the Swedish market in mind.

The JC nail has a faceted ground

head, which means that the nail

can be driven deeper into the

crease. The shank is longer and

thinner than that of the J-nail and

the JC nail is available in a large

range of sizes. All in all, the JC

model is a nail that can be used

on everything from small ponies

to draught horses.

Type square head
Model Swedish model, long

neck
Shoes V-fullered shoes, plain

stamped shoes
Sizes JC 00 (41mm) - 

JC 7 (73mm)

 41 45 49 53 57 61 65 69 73

 00 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

JC NAIL

Precision, perfection and
reliability are the definitive
features of Mustad nails.
The error ratio and the tol-
erance deviations of Mustad
nails are very low as quali-
ty is always the prime con-
sideration at Mustad. In
order to ensure the correct
placement of the nail when
nailing on, the Mustad ‘M’ is
always stamped on the
same side of the nail head
as a simple visual confir-
mation for the farrier.

European style - long necked -  Mustad JC nail50

These nails in crown style with a short neck are popular on the American market. 
With their short necks, the nails are perfect for the lighter style of horseshoes that are
frequently used for lighter breeds. As a result these nails are particularly suited to
thoroughbreds, trotters and quarter horses. The manufacturing precision of all these
nails ensures nail placement is always achieved in a reliable and calculable way.

CROWN STYLE – SHORT- NECKED          

Crown style - short necked 51



The C STÖ-nail has a short neck

and a thin shank. The neck is

slightly shorter than that of the FJ.

This nail is intended for slender

and light horseshoes and fits very

well and securely in the many

trotter and sliding horseshoes.
Type square crown head
Model French style, short

neck
Shoes V-fullered shoes
Sizes C STÖ5 (47mm)

 47.5

 5 

C STÖ NAIL

Precision, perfection and
reliability are the definitive
features of Mustad nails.
The error ratio and the tol-
erance deviations of Mustad
nails are very low as quali-
ty is always the prime con-
sideration at Mustad. In
order to ensure the correct
placement of the nail when
nailing on, the crown mark
is always stamped on the
same side of the nail head
as a simple visual confir-
mation for the farrier.

Crown style - short necked - Mustad CSTÖ nail52

FJ is a modern nail with slender

shank, short neck and low head.

All the junctions in the nail are

fluid in form. The nail is perfect

for horseshoeing racing horses,

among other things because it

offers a perfect fit for thinner

horseshoe designs. In addition to

racers, trotters and mustangs can

be reliably and safely shod using

FJ nails.

Type square crown head
Model French style, short

neck
Shoes V-fullered shoes
Sizes FJ0 (40.5mm) -

FJ3 (53.5mm)

 40.5 43.5 

 0 1  

FJ NAIL

Precision, perfection and
reliability are the definitive
features of Mustad nails.
The error ratio and the tol-
erance deviations of Mustad
nails are very low as quali-
ty is always the prime con-
sideration at Mustad. In
order to ensure the correct
placement of the nail when
nailing on, the crown mark
is always stamped on the
same side of the nail head
as a simple visual confir-
mation for the farrier.

Crown style - short necked - Mustad FJ nail 53



The FJ-slim nail has a longer and

thinner shank than the FJ model. It

is suitable for lighter breeds with

thin or sensitive hoof walls. This

nail offers a reliable secure fit and

minimises displacement of the

hoof wall during shoeing. Thanks to

Type square crown head
Model French style, short

neck
Shoes V-fullered shoes
Sizes FJ0 S (40.5mm) - 

FJ1 S (43.5mm)

 40.5 43.5 

 0 1  

FJ-SLIM
NAIL

Precision, perfection and
reliability are the definitive
features of Mustad nails.
The error ratio and the tol-
erance deviations of Mustad
nails are very low as quali-
ty is always the prime con-
sideration at Mustad. In
order to ensure the correct
placement of the nail when
nailing on, the crown mark
is always stamped on the
same side of the nail head
as a simple visual confir-
mation for the farrier.

the increased length of FJ-slim nails

it is possible to nail these higher

into the hoof wall. Also should a

shoe be thrown, damage to the

hoof wall is minimised by these

slender nails.

Crown style - short necked - Mustad FJ-slim nail54

This style of nail, with a crown head and a long neck, originated in France and is still
widely used there. The long neck is ideal for thicker horseshoes starting from around 
10 mm. In France many horses are traditionally shod with 10 mm horseshoes and
because such horseshoes are not only thicker but also heavier a stronger nail is
required. The difference between the individual nail types in this series lies in the head
sizes and the fluid, well proportioned forms. Furthermore, the nail is offered in a very
wide range of sizes so that this series is suitable for many horse types. 

CROWN STYLE – LONG-NECKED

Crown style - long necked 55



Crown style - long necked - Mustad VF F nail

The VF F is a high-quality nail in

the traditional French style with a

long neck and a square head. The

nail is suited to a wide range of

horseshoes and horses, because

apart from other considerations

Type square crown head
Model French style, long

neck
Shoes V-fullered shoes
Sizes VF 4F (44mm) - 

VF 12F (80mm)

57

 44 47 50 53 56 58.5 62 65 68 71.5 74 80

 4 5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 12 

VF F NAIL

Precision, perfection and
reliability are the definitive
features of Mustad nails.
The error ratio and the tol-
erance deviations of Mustad
nails are very low as quali-
ty is always the prime con-
sideration at Mustad. In
order to ensure the correct
placement of the nail when
nailing on, the crown mark
is always stamped on the
same side of the nail head
as a simple visual confir-
mation for the farrier.

Crown style - long necked - Mustad M nail

The M-nail is a French-style nail

with a long neck. Compared with

other French-style nails such as

the JCF and VF F, the head of the

M-nail is narrower. This means

that the head of an M-nail fits very

deeply and securely in the nail

holes of all Mustad V-crease

horseshoes so that the head is

flush with the surface of the

horseshoe.

Type square crown head
Model French style, long

neck
Shoes V-fullered shoes
Sizes M40 (40mm) - 

M65 (64.5mm)

56

 40 45 50 54,5 60,5 64,5 

 40 45 50 55 60 65

M NAIL

Precision, perfection and
reliability are the definitive
features of Mustad nails.
The error ratio and the tol-
erance deviations of Mustad
nails are very low as quali-
ty is always the prime con-
sideration at Mustad. In
order to ensure the correct
placement of the nail when
nailing on, the crown mark
is always stamped on the
same side of the nail head
as a simple visual confir-
mation for the farrier.

this nail model is available in a

wide range of sizes. The VF-F is a

reliable and robust nail suitable

for horses that are used on varied

terrains where high traction forces

can act on the horseshoe.



Flat head (CH)

The Mustad flat-head nails are traditional nails for the American market and provide
an excellent fit with U-fullered horseshoes. Rodeo events are fast gaining popularity in
Europe, so quarter horses and their special horseshoes are making their presence ever
more strongly felt in this market. The nail types of this series vary in many respects -
heads, shanks and neck sizes The security and reliability of some styles of nails in this
group, for example the City Head, are increased yet further by an additional projecting
edge on the head. 
In addition to the low tolerances for size variation Mustad continues to produce
innovative designs. Not only do we offer the best-quality nails, but we also react to
changes in market requirements, often long before they happen, to ensure fully tested
new products are always available for developing sports and markets.

FLAT HEAD

59Crown style - long necked - Mustad VT nail

The VT is another Mustad nail in

the French style. The neck of this

nail is long and the head is a little

smaller in comparison to a VF-

nail (see VF-nail). This nail is very

strong and is very suitable for

Type square crown head
Model French style, long

neck
Shoes V-fullered shoes
Sizes VT5 (47mm) - 

VT8 (62mm)

58

 47 50 53 56 59 62

 5 6 7 8 7½ 8

VT NAIL

Precision, perfection and
reliability are the definitive
features of Mustad nails.
The error ratio and the tol-
erance deviations of Mustad
nails are very low as quali-
ty is always the prime con-
sideration at Mustad. In
order to ensure the correct
placement of the nail when
nailing on, the crown mark
is always stamped on the
same side of the nail head
as a simple visual confir-
mation for the farrier.

horses that work on hard surfaces

with heavy loads or on heavy and

demanding terrain, where the

horseshoe is exposed to heavy

loading.



Flat head (CH) -Mustad ASV nail

The ASV-nail again has American

design features, which is why it is

especially suitable for U-fullered

horseshoes. In comparison to the

RN the head of the ASV nail is

somewhat smaller ensuring that it

fits securely and strongly in the

nail hole, so that the head is flush

with the surface of the horseshoe.

The ASV is also a very good choice

for most race-style shoes.

Type flat head
Model USA style
Shoes U-creased shoes
Sizes ASV 15/8 (41mm) -

ASV 2 (51mm)

61

 41 44.5 47.5 51

 1    1¾ 1    25 8 7 8

ASV NAIL

Precision, perfection and
reliability are the definitive
features of Mustad nails.
The error ratio and the tol-
erance deviations of Mustad
nails are very low as quali-
ty is always the prime con-
sideration at Mustad. In
order to ensure the correct
placement of the nail when
nailing on, the Mustad ‘M’ is
always stamped on the
same side of the nail head
as a simple visual confir-
mation for the farrier.

Flat head (CH)- Mustad RN nail

The RN-nail is a classic American

nail for racehorses which has

been specially developed for 

U-fullered horseshoes. It is a

versatile nail that is also used on

quarter horses and racers.

Type flat head
Model USA style
Shoes U-creased shoes
Sizes RN3 (35mm) - 

RN6 (51mm)

60

 35 38 41 44.5 47.5 51

 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 6

RN NAIL

Precision, perfection and
reliability are the definitive
features of Mustad nails.
The error ratio and the tol-
erance deviations of Mustad
nails are very low as quali-
ty is always the prime con-
sideration at Mustad. In
order to ensure the correct
placement of the nail when
nailing on, the Mustad ‘M’ is
always stamped on the
same side of the nail head
as a simple visual confir-
mation for the farrier.



Flat head (CH) - Mustad Combo nail

The properties of the Combo nail

are similar to those of the City

Head nail (see City Head). The

difference between the two is that

the Combo nail is especially

suitable for larger-section shoes.

Type flat head
Model USA style
Shoes U-creased shoes
Sizes Combo5 (47.5mm) -

Combo6 (54mm)

63

 47.5 54

 5 6 

COMBO
NAIL

Precision, perfection and
reliability are the definitive
features of Mustad nails.
The error ratio and the tol-
erance deviations of Mustad
nails are very low as quali-
ty is always the prime con-
sideration at Mustad. In
order to ensure the correct
placement of the nail when
nailing on, the Mustad ‘M’ is
always stamped on the
same side of the nail head
as a simple visual confir-
mation for the farrier.

Flat Head (CH) - Mustad City head nail

Type flat head
Model USA style
Shoes U-creased shoes
Sizes City4 (45mm) - 

City6 (54mm) /
City5slim (50mm)

62

 45 47.5 50 54

 3 4½ 5 6

CITY HEAD
NAIL

Precision, perfection and
reliability are the definitive
features of Mustad nails.
The error ratio and the tol-
erance deviations of Mustad
nails are very low as quali-
ty is always the prime con-
sideration at Mustad. In
order to ensure the correct
placement of the nail when
nailing on, the Mustad ‘M’ is
always stamped on the
same side of the nail head
as a simple visual confir-
mation for the farrier.

facilitates simple and safe nailing,

with minimal displacement of the

hoof wall. To promote correct and

safe nailing, the nails have an

edge on the inside to aid accurate

positioning by touch.

The City Head is a traditional

model from the USA. The head is

designed for a perfect fit in U-

fullered horseshoes. This all-

purpose nail is distinguished by a

robust nail shank that is slimmer

than that of the REG model. This

ALSO AVAILABLE AS CITY-SLIM



Flat head (CH) - Mustad FOAL 1 nail

The Foal 1 nail is a very small and

narrow nail. The nail head fits 

U-fullered (orthopaedic) horses-

hoes for foals.

Type flat head
Model USA style
Shoes U-creased shoes
Sizes Foal1 (32mm)

65

 32  

 1  

FOAL 1 NAIL

Precision, perfection and
reliability are the definitive
features of Mustad nails.
The error ratio and the tol-
erance deviations of Mustad
nails are very low as quali-
ty is always the prime con-
sideration at Mustad.

Flat head (CH) - Mustad REG nail

The REG-nail is another traditional

nail from the USA that was devel-

oped to provide a secure hold for

most conventional U-fullered

horseshoes. It is especially suitable

for heavy horses, such as draught

horses. However, horses that work

under variable conditions on de-

manding terrain also benefit from

the strength of the REG nail.

Type flat head
Model USA style
Shoes U-creased shoes
Sizes REG4 (45mm) -

REG16 (97mm)

64

 45 50 54 59 64 68 73 81 97

 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 16 

REG NAIL

Precision, perfection and
reliability are the definitive
features of Mustad nails.
The error ratio and the tol-
erance deviations of Mustad
nails are very low as quali-
ty is always the prime con-
sideration at Mustad. In
order to ensure the correct
placement of the nail when
nailing on, the Mustad ‘M’ is
always stamped on the
same side of the nail head
as a simple visual confir-
mation for the farrier.



Special- Mustad RIB nail 67Special

These nails have been developed for a relatively small and very specialised market.
RIB-nails are perfect for pony trekking in the mountains.

SPECIAL

The RIB-nail is designed for

increased traction. The head has a

normal rectangular form that fits

firmly into the fuller, but is

extended and ends in a wedge-

shaped point. As a consequence,

the wedge part of the head

Type special square head
Model Spanish style, traction

nail
Shoes V-fullered shoes: LB,

BM, DM, Equi-Librium
Sizes RIB4 (50mm) - 

RIB6 (56mm)

 50 53 56

 4 5 6 

RIB NAIL

Precision, perfection and
reliability are the definitive
features of Mustad nails.
The error ratio and the tol-
erance deviations of Mustad
nails are very low as quali-
ty is always the prime con-
sideration at Mustad. In
order to ensure the correct
placement of the nail when
nailing on, the Mustad ‘M’ is
always stamped on the
same side of the nail head
as a simple visual confir-
mation for the farrier.

projects above the surface of the

shoe providing additional grip.

The RIB-nail is designed for

horses that require additional grip

with every step - for example

trekking ponies in rough and

variable terrain.

66



The manufacture of files and rasps goes back centuries. Drawings for machines that pro-

duce files are found as far back as the time of Leonardo Da Vinci. Rasps and files are im-

portant in both the metalworking and woodworking industries. 

For the farrier a good rasp is one that is sharp and predictably removes material without

the teeth becoming clogged, regardless of the direction of work. In principle, for a farrier

a single rasp should be sufficient for every horse, even though hoof horn quality can vary

greatly for a number of reasons. It is essential that both softer horn and hard dry horn can

be quickly, easily and properly removed and shaped. 

A Farrier’s rasp is at first glance a simple tool, but these rasps are manufactured using a

complex production process, requiring care and precision to obtain the function and

wear characteristics that are now expected. The differences among the various types of

Heller Hoof Rasps

www.hellerhoofrasps.com

rasp are found primarily in the tooth density and the angle of the teeth

to the rasp. The combination of a large tooth density and smaller angle

is particularly well suited for a dry climate where hoofs are hard and the

horn material is fine and dry. In contrast, a rasp with a lower tooth den-

sity and smaller angle is suitable for a damper climate with softer

hooves, where the material tends to stick to the teeth of the rasp. The

file side of Heller rasps is sharp, enabling efficient removal of material

with little effort. The file side can be used both to file the side of the hoof

flat and to polish the hoof wall. The sharpness of the rasp and its servi-

ceability are dependent on the type of metal, the shape of the teeth and

the angle at which the teeth are placed. The production of a hoof rasp
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consists of about 16 steps, each requiring a different machine. Quality is checked during

each step of the process and any slight deviation from the strictly set specification is re-

jected.  In this manner Heller strives to achieve continuous improvement and perfection.

In addition to the usual wear, another problem occurs with hoof rasps that can conside-

rably reduce the service life: the teeth of a rasp, in particular the tips of the teeth, are brea-

kable. A broken tip is often not detectable even with the naked eye and becomes visible

only under a microscope; nevertheless, this has a significant impact on the quality of the

rasp. The more tips that break off, the poorer the performance of the rasp - it becomes

clogged more easily and the lack of sharpness becomes a problem for the farrier.  To re-

duce the risk of damage every Heller rasp is carefully inspected before it leaves the factory

and then each rasp is individually wrapped in protective paper. The teeth of good-quality

rasps are easily damaged if they come into contact with each other, or

are dropped or otherwise mistreated. Throughout the production pro-

cess Heller rasps are treated with great care to maintain quality at an

optimum level and this is achieved by having a work flow that prevents

even the slightest damage from occurring anywhere along the way. It is

important that farriers have an understanding of the care taken to pro-

tect Heller rasps during production and transport so that they unders-

tand that tossing a hoof rasp on the ground or sliding it across a hard

surface are enough to cause serious damage. A little care is all that is

needed to ensure an extended working life from the reliable precision

instrument that came out of the original packaging.



The Black Legend is a rasp with a

larger open tooth angle, similar to

the Heller Legend. This makes the

Black Legend more suitable for

softer, damper horn structures.

The Black Legend differs from the

Heller Legend in that it has an

extra coating that ensures horn

material is released from the rasp

more easily and makes it longer

lasting. This rasp is suitable for

many horses and particularly

those that spend a lot of time

outside where the hooves

Length
360mm
Width
43mm
Thickness
5mm
Number of teeth per row
6
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Black Legend

The file side of Heller
rasps is sharp, 
enabling efficient 
removal of material
with little effort.

Heller large toothed rasps - Black LegendHeller large toothed rasps - Legend

The Heller Legend is a rasp with a

larger tooth angle, resulting in a

more open structure in the rasp.

This structure makes the rasp

well suited for all types of hoof

including softer, damper horn

material that tends to clog a

finely toothed rasp. The Heller

Legend is particularly good for

sport horses. For horses that

spend most of their time outside

in the sand and mud, the Black

Legend is probably a better

choice.

Length
360mm
Width
43mm
Thickness
5mm
Number of teeth per row
6
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Legend

The file side of Heller
rasps is sharp, 
enabling efficient 
removal of material
with little effort.

accumulate sand and mud that

can have a negative impact on the

wear process of rasps.



The Heller Red Tang rasp has a

slightly finer tooth structure that

removes material easily. This rasp

is designed for rasping hard, dry

hooves. The Red Tang rasp is ideal

for thoroughbred type hooves and

foals. For horses that spend much

of their time outside in the sand

and mud, the Black Master is

probably a better choice.

Length
360mm
Width
43mm
Thickness
5mm
Number of teeth per row
6

Red Tang

The file side of Heller
rasps is sharp, 
enabling efficient 
removal of material
with little effort.

The Black Master is a finely

toothed rasp, similar to the Red

Tang. This rasp is especially well

suited for hard, dry hooves. The

Black Master differs from the Red

Tang due to the addition of an

extra coating that ensures

material is released from the rasp

easily and makes it longer lasting.

This rasp is suitable for many

horses and particularly those that

spend a lot of time outside where

the hooves accumulate sand and

mud that can have a negative 

Length
360mm
Width
43mm
Thickness
5mm
Number of teeth per row
6
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Black Master

The file side of Heller
rasps is sharp, 
enabling efficient 
removal of material
with little effort.

Heller fine toothed rasps - Black MasterHeller fine toothed rasps - Red Tang74

impact on the wear process of

rasps.



The Heller Big Hoof is an extra

long fine toothed rasp. Its length

makes this rasp a good choice for

extra large hooves, and the fine

teeth make the rasp ideal for dry,

hard hooves.

Length
430mm
Width
43mm
Thickness
5mm
Number of teeth per row
6

Big Hoof

The file side of Heller
rasps is sharp, 
enabling efficient 
removal of material
with little effort.

77Heller fine toothed rasps - Master FinishingHeller fine toothed rasps - Big Hoof

The Master Finishing rasp has two

file sides differing in density. This

rasp can be used for taking away

horn or for polishing and

finishing the hoof. An other

application of this rasp is to file

below the nail hole before the nail

is bowed.
Length
360mm
Width
43mm
Thickness
5mm
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Master
Finishing

The file side of Heller
rasps is sharp, 
enabling efficient 
removal of material
with little effort.



One-stop-shop

We offer a complete range that covers the needs of every farrier. In

addition to horseshoes from Mustad and St. Croix, Mustad nails and

Heller rasps, we offer a wide range of products such as forging and

shoeing tools, hoof care articles, etc. 

This is truly one-stop shopping for the farrier – we are specialists who

understand the needs of farriers and we do our utmost to stock a

range to cater for all eventualities. On the following pages, you will

find a summary of our standard stock items.

4



81Farrier & Vet toolsNails80

Derby RN nail

Derby E-slim nail

Derby JC nail

Derby E nail

 41 45 48 51 54 57 59 
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 45 48 51 54 57 

 2*0 0 1 2 3
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Mustad driving hammer
300, 355 and 470 gr

Mustad forging hammer
round 800/1100 gr

Mustad forging hammer
round/square

Forging hammers >

Jim Poor forepunch Mustad forepunch
E-head

Mustad creaser 

Jim Poor creaser
wood

Mustad rawhide hammer 

Forepunches > Creasers >

Soft hammers >

Jim Poor forging hammer
800 to 1350 gr

Jim Poor ball hammer
1050 gr

Jim Poor pin hammer 
950 and 1050 gr

Mustad pritchel 

Pritchels >



83Farrier & Vet toolsFarrier & Vet tools82

Edge nailpuller

Mustad forging tong 
univ., 6, 8,10, 12 mm

Mustad nippers 
12”, 14” and 15”

Forging tongs  >Nippers >

St.Croix nippers 
12”, 14” and 15”

Edge nippers
12”, 14” and 15

Mustad pull-off black

Pull-offs >

St.Croix pull-off Edge pull-off

Mustad nailpuller black

Nailpullers >

St.Croix nailpuller

Mustad clincher

Clinchers >

St.Croix clincher Edge clincher

Mustad toeing knifes
280, 340 and 360

Toeing knifes >

Examination tongMustad nailcutter black

Other tongs >

Centurion 40 kg Future 1 Future 2

Future 4 Future 5

Anvils >

TFS

Mustad sharpener

Sharpeners >

Ceramic grinding belt

Grinding belts >



85Safety & ComfortFarrier & Vet tools84

Mustad clinch cutter Mustad under clinch
gouge

Mustad hoofknife
Wide Blade

Mustad hoofknife
Short Blade

Mustad hoofknife
Black Blade

Mustad studs
C 3/8” galvanised

Mustad studs
Ice 7 3/8” galvanised

Mustad studs Jump

Mustad studs
H1 3/8” galvanised

Mustad studs
H2 3/8” galvanised

Studs >

Clinch cutter & under clinch gouges >

Mustad Easy step

Alternative shoeing >

Mustad Easy glu Mustad Glu II

Mustad No-shock

Mustad No Snow Shocktamer

Hoofknifes >

Glu-on shoes >

Mustad clinching block
USA style

Safety & Comfort

Mustad Plug

Pads >

Mustad No-shock wedge Mustad No-shock 
bar wedge

Leather pads and wedges 

Mustad Open-up pad Myron McLane Egg-bar
wedges

Duval padcutter



87HoofcareSafety & Comfort86

Delta hoof boot

Hoof boots >

Delta hoof boot socks

Vettec Equi Build

Vettec Equi Pak

Vettec Adhere

Hoof repair >
Hoofcare

Vettec Sil-Pak

Vettec Sole Guard

Vettec Equi Pak CS

Delta hoof boot pads

Vettec small dispensers Vettec accessoiriesVettec Super Fast

Mustad Hoof-protect Mustad Quarter crack
patch

Mustad Trushbuster

Mustad Tuff Stuff

Hoofcare >

Hypozin Edward Martin coating black
and transparent

Right Balance BiscuitsHoof Power Right Balance Pellets

Feed supplements >
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• www.mustad.com
• www.hellerhoofrasps.com
• www.mustadhoofnails.com
• www.stcroixforge.com
• www.mustadhorseshoes.com

Visit us at
www.mustad.com


